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Abstract: Recent trends in 5G and beyond (5G+) wireless networks have encouraged the migration from the
already congested radio frequency (RF) spectrum to higher frequency bands. In this context, this talk discusses
seamless integration of heterogeneous networks through intelligent vertical handover policies. Due to the
ubiquitous presence of lighting systems, this tutorial focuses on the integration of LiFi networks (operating in the
visible light band in the downlink and infrared band in the uplink), as an example of 5G+ network, and RF
networks. First, we present a method to generate realistic channel dataset. The mobile channel generation method
creates realistic human mobility traces that capture human behavior on macro- and micro-timescales. The mobility
traces are then used to realize the spatio-temporal characteristics of the LiFi wireless channels under long-term
environment-confined mobility. Statistical analysis of the generated channel data proves that there does not exist a
general mathematical model to accurately describe the LiFi channel under environment-confined user mobility. In
turn, this motivates the adoption of a data-driven approach to design effective and intelligent vertical handover
policies among LiFi and RF networks. A wise handover policy would not trigger lots of handovers for short
absence of Line-of-Sight (LoS) links in the LiFi channels as this would increase the overall network latency.
Hence, a data-driven algorithm will be presented to: (a) predict abrupt outages in LoS LiFi links and evaluate the
channel quality through deep learning and (b) implement optimal vertical handover decisions with service quality
guarantee if the LiFi channel is deemed to be in extended outage, via a reinforcement-learning-based approach.
This talk will highlight the challenges that face the development of such a data-driven framework. Specifically, due
to the sparse nature of the LiFi LoS link induced by user mobility and the associated frequent outages, conventional
sequence-to-sequence regression techniques would fail to carry out useful predictions of the link quality. As such,
this talk presents novel methods for wireless channel abstraction and densification to enable the reuse of the
conventional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-based Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for efficient prediction
of optical LoS links. Given the channel dataset and the status prediction of the LiFi link, a reinforcement learning
strategy is adopted to learn the environment dynamics and decide whether a vertical handover is needed to
minimize the network latency. Numerical results will be presented to demonstrate improvement in overall latency
and handover rate under user mobility for bidirectional links, via seamless integration of LiFi and RF networks.
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